
Change of ownership of a Salt Fiber contract 
(Private customer to private customer) 

 

To be completed by the current legal holder 

I request the transfer of the Salt Fiber contract _ ___________ (Salt account no.), signed on  . 

The Salt Fiber contract shall be transferred on (date) ___________. 

Title Mr. Ms  Last name  First name  

Street, number  City, postcode  

E-mail  Mobile phone number  

ID document number  (copy of ID document to be attached1) 

1Salt accepts the following ID documents: 
 Swiss citizens: Swiss identity card/Swiss passport 
 Liechtenstein citizens: Liechtensteiner identity card/Liechtensteiner passport 
 Non-Swiss nationals: Permit B, C, Ci, G or L (3 months minimum validity), diplomatic permit 

 
Discount for Salt customers with a mobile phone subscription 

 I herewith waive the discount for Salt customers with a mobile phone subscription which is applied to my current Salt Fiber contract. 
(Thus, I will be able to claim the discount for my new Salt Fiber subscription if applicable.) 

By signing this document, I confirm that I wish to transfer my Salt Fiber contract, including the internet, fixed and TV services provided as a 3P 
bundle, the equipment made available to me by Salt, such as Salt Fiber Box, Apple TV 4K, cables and accessories, as well as all options I have 
subscribed to, . I understand that I will 
remain the holder of the contract and the sole contractual party until all the formalities of the transfer to the future legal owner are accepted 
and validated by Salt. In the meantime, I will remain fully liable of the compliance with the conditions of the current Salt Fiber contract and for 
all related obligations. 
I hereby authorise Salt to provide the future legal owner with all the necessary information relating to the transfer and continuation of the Salt 
Fiber contract. 

 

Place, date  Signature of the current legal holder  

To be completed by the future legal holder 

Future legal holder 

Title Mr. Ms  Last name  First name  

Street, number  City, postcode  

E-mail  Mobile phone number2  

2If your mobile phone number is linked to an eligible Salt mobile phone subscription, you will automatically benefit from the discount for Salt mobile customers. 

ID document number  (copy of ID document to be attached3) 

3Salt accepts the following ID documents: 
 Swiss citizens: Swiss identity card/Swiss passport 
 Liechtenstein citizens: Liechtensteiner identity card/Liechtensteiner passport 
 Non-Swiss nationals: Permit B, C, Ci, G or L (3 months minimum validity), diplomatic permit 

 

Contact language  EN  DE  FR  IT 

 

Title Mr. Ms  Last name  First name  

Street, number  City, postcode  

E-mail   Mobile phone number   

In order to select the desired invoice distribution and payment method, please log in to My Account (fiber.salt.ch/myaccount). 

 
By signing this document, I declare that I accept with no restrictions the transfer of the full terms and obligations of the Salt Fiber contract of the 
current legal holder and, in particular, that the address of the fixed network connection will remain identical with the one of the transferred 
contract. 
I take due note that the transfer, which will be confirmed to me in writing, can only take place if all the registration formalities relating to me are 
accepted by Salt. 
I agree to pay the change ownership administration fee of CHF 49.95. 
By my signature, I declare that I accept the General Terms and Conditions 3P as they appear on fiber.salt.ch/legal and I confirm that all the 
information I have provided is complete, true and correct. 
I take note that the transfer can only go ahead when all transfer formalities are accepted and validated by Salt. 
 

 

Place, date  Signature of the future legal holder    
 


